ht tools for Snap‐On are Gorbe
el Work Sttation Cran
nes
The righ
Any carpeenter will tell you that having the right tool
t
for the jo
ob
makes all the differencce. Certainly, Snap‐On, a major
m
Americaan
pany, would agree…and
a
would also enccourage you to
t
tool comp
find the riight place to safely
s
store those tools.
At its man
nufacturing faacility where high end tool storage is
made, Snaap‐On forms sheet metal into
i
premium
m tool boxes.
The storagge units range from small to the very laarge 12’ long tool chests used by perforrmance racing
teams.
In order to support the
e demand and
d an efficient work flow, th
he facility’s laayout is heaviily dependentt on
overhead cranes to support the manufacturing process.
p
“We use cranes
c
to support air balan
ncers and gun
n welders prim
marily, and a few small ho
oists,” said Mike
Rahe, Manufacturing Engineer.
E
“Some cranes arre used for liftting, but prim
marily they support our too
ols
and to givve our people
e the maneuverability that they need.”
“We had
h a lot of in‐house built, I‐beam type
bridge cranes and Spanmaster
S
I‐‐beam jib cranes,
but wee were havingg a lot of trou
uble.” The heaavy I‐
beam style cranes were
w
very bullky and hard to
t
move, and didn’t offfer Snap‐On much flexibility
for future changes.
Over the course of 14 years, Snaap‐On has
replaceed all I‐beam bridge and jiib cranes with
h
Gorbel work station
n cranes with lightweight
alumin
num bridges. By switching from I‐beam
craness to Gorbel’s enclosed
e
tracck work statio
on
craness, Snap‐On red
duced the am
mount of forcee
needed to move the suspended tools, which
ury, and also
reduceed worker fattigue and inju
increassed productivvity.
Accord
ding to an erggonomic study done by thee
Rochesster Institute of Technologgy, work station
craness increased prroductivity in workers by an
a

average of 27% compared to the same task done using I‐beam cranes.
“Gorbel works so much smoother on everything, we’ve reduced our shoulder and back injuries
enormously,” said Mike Rahe, Manufacturing Engineer.
In addition to reaping the benefits of a healthier workforce, Snap‐On also enjoys the flexibility that
Gorbel cranes provide. In order to maintain efficiency and a competitive edge, the work flow at the
plant needs to be able to evolve with the products they make.
“Most of the Gorbel orders are just components, adding on to or modifying what we already have. The
Gorbel cranes give our workers the easy movement and flexibility to get their job done safely. They run
so well and are so adaptable, it gives us peace of mind.”

